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CHAPTER I I

What is a Text?
Shifting Paradigms of Textuali4r

r. Are Authors Part of'fextsi Introductory Issues

lVhl should it be necessary to spcnd time on a discussion oi rhe nature
of tcxtsl Is not the ncining of thc word '1e).1" scll:elidcnt, lt least from
thc vantnge-poirt ofcommon scnse? If we are rcading literaturc, a text, rve
might assurne, reprcscnts a mcrrc or less unificd stretcb oi written language
rvhich has a bcginning.rnd a closure. Ifwc are interprcting extra-linguistic
or quas;linguisric sigDs, drc notion of "ten" ma,r be crtended metnphor;
callr to include messagcs gcnerated br such sign-slstems rs trllliic signals,
r€ligious or ci\ic rituils, snlcs of dress, non-lerbal bod\languagc, or
clectronicalll codcd indicators- In the case ofthe biblical sritings, cert:rinll
the rvhole Bible, or \rholc books ofthc Bible, constitutc le\ts. But $hat is
the smallestworking unit that can bc called a terl? In the conterit oi hnguagc
in general, John Lvons speaks of "utterance units", to rvhich such terms
as "statemenf', "qucstion", ind "command" arc applicrblc, but \lhich are
also "hea\,il] contcxF depc ndcnl'. ' We mal not be rblc to decide bclween
certain possibiliics ol mcrning'\ithout dra\ring upon thc iDlbmation that
is Biren in thc co-tc t or contcxt of situation."' 

'I hesc uttcrance_units ma1
be seen as "basic units ol hnguage behariour".:

All this remains valid up to a point, but il takes us into highll
controlersial territon. \\'hat is conroversial is not sinph ir matter ol
dcfinition: diffcrcnccs bet\reen thcories ofthe naturc ofrc\ls xnd terualit\'
car4 sith r}tem fundamenrallt'dillerent conccprions of\\'hrt it is for a le\I
to conrel meaning. In particular, dill€rcnt theories of Ic\rualih cither link
the tert's author and contlrt ofsituatjon inseparabll $ith its meaning, or
vie\r' meaning as r morc pluralistic range of possibilities gcncrrted either
by the sign-s,vsrem ofthe text itselfand its relarion to othcr texts, or br the
rclition betwccn r te{t ancl successive readers or re.rding communitics, or
b! both.

Until recently thc classical-humnnist paradigrn of lcrilualiry hat domi-
naled the history of biblical interpretation. In this raditioD, t€xts are
strctches of lang:uage Nhich scne to epress the thoughts and ideas of
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their authors, and to refer to states of affairs in the extralinglistic world.
Even with the rise ofRomanticist hermeneutics in the nineteenth century,
a relatfuely minor change ofemphasis shifted from the "thought" ofauthors
to the sharcd "life" of authors, although some account was also taken of
the "life-worlds" ofreaders. Texts were still seen as linguistically mediating
inter-personal communicauon, In the case ofbiblical terts, there was room
for the idea that God,Jesus or one of the prophets or aposdes could "speak"
direcdy through texs. In effect, it was as ifthe author and the situauon out
ol which the author spoke formed part of the 'lert" itself. Theologically
this approach fits very comfortably with the liew that revelation is "grven"
through biblical texs; that the revealcd ord is enfleshed primarily in Jesus
Christ as rla Word of God; and that this word is also ernbodied in the
lives and deeds of the apostolic community and in the history of lsrael
as the people of God. Revelation through terts is given, not made; it
is interpersonal address; and it is enfleshed and embodied, rader than
functioning purely as a langlage abstractcd from lifc.

None of these traditional assumptions, however, can escape question
if some of the compedng claims about terls and tertuality which have
entered recent theory are deemed to be convincing or rue. 1he collapse
ofmany traditional assumptions and the need at very least to re-assess and
to re-formulate them aises fiom the invasion ofhermeneutics by three sets
offorces: movements in literary theory; the devclopment ofce ain strands
in semiotics and deconstructionism; and the development of a tradition
of sociology that owes much to the sociology of krowledge. A further
significant factor arises from the important *'ork of Walter Ong, Wemer
Keiber, and othen, on the difference between textuality and or.litf. A
print-orientated hermcneutic, Kelber maintains, especially in our study
of the Bible, invites different hermeneutical dlmamics from those of an

In common with a number ofother biblical specialists, Kelbcr appeals at
a key point in his argument to the hermeneutical theory of Paul Ricoeur.a
Rjcoeur asserts: "Writing renders the ter.'t autonomous with respect to the
intention of the author. What fte ter't signifies no longer coincides widr
what the author meant."s The tert is a work, or a structured totality, which
cannot be ieduced to the sentences out of which it is composed. It does
indeed remain a "producdon" on the part of an author. But, in his essay
entided "WIat is a Tertl", Ricoeur insists: "The reader is absent from
the act of writing; thc writer is absent from the act of reading. The text
thus produces a double eclipse of the reder and the *riter. It there\
replaces the relation of dialogue, which direcdy connects the voice of
one to the hearing of the other".6 The tcrl becomes "emancipated"
from the oml situation, and from "the situation, the surroundings, and
the circumstantial milieu of discourse".z This principle forms pan ofwhat
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Ricoeur calls the phenomenon of "distanciation", which leads to an eclipse
of "dre circumstantial world" in the "quasi-world" of texts.3

Jacques Denida and Roland Barthes develop this principle much fur-
drer, and radicalize the whole notion of textuality. tn his essay "Living
On',z"Border Lines" Derrida writes: "The question of the terl . . . h.s
been transformed in dre last dozen or so years'.e A text is "no longer
a finished corpus of writing, some content enclosed in a book or its
rnargins, but a differential network, a fabric of tmces, referring endlessly
to something ofier than itself, to other differential traces".,o Barthes agrees
in seeing the text as a "metaphor" of"network", which no longer beals its
aulhor's sigrature." "The text is plural: it achieves plurality of meaning,
^n ifted cibb pl\$ality."'. A ter1, for Barthes, is not so much a "given" as
an invitation to acdvity. On biblical interpretation he colnments: "Some of
the 'texts' of the Scriptures that have traditionally been recuperated by
theological (historial or anagogibal) monisn may perhaps lend themselves
to diffraction of meaning."'3

If we leave aside, for the moment, tle effects of the invasion of
hermeneutics by semiotic theory, it is not dif-llcult to see why many biblical
hterpreters find the paradigms of tertuality which are offered by literary
theory and the sociology of Imowledge to be attractive and constructive.
fucoeur draws a contrast between the terl-world "in front of' the tert and
fie te}1-world behind it.I4 Ifwe stand in front of the terl, we er?erience its
operative effecs. The teft proiects forward a "world" which we may enter,
and which may renew and transform us. In his work on Philemon and other
Pauline epistles, for example, Norman Petersen argues thal the Pauline
te)'ls prc,ect forward a "world" which is bodr a literary narradve-world of
temporal sequence nnd also a sociological "world" ofmeanings, generated
by perceptions of socixl relationships and social systems.'s These social
and epistemological constructs reflect ways in which members of a society
categorize their en?erience, so that they may grve it order and form.

In contrast to this, what occured "behind" the ten may appear to reflect
a more remote and antiquarian setofconcems. Traditionally biblical studies
have presupposed a notion of ter.tuality which leans heavily on a historical
paradigm. We look behind dre ter,t at the situation which prcvided its raison
d'eEe. But should we start here? Recendy Rob€rt Morgan has criticized
$hat he rcgards as an over-preoccupation with this historical pamdigm
in biblical interpretation.'6 In an attempt "to make explicit a model for
bddging the gllf between cridcal scholarship and religious faith" Mor9n
argues that problems and tensions can be "eased by the switch to a literary
paradigm for biblical interpretation'.,7 In particular he attacks an approach
in which biblical terrs are used not wth a view to asking what they project
or set in motion, but as instruments for the different task ofre-constructing
a history. Atl too easily, he points out, a necessary use ofhistorical t et ra
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slides into a use of texts with solely historical arzr.,3 Morgan observes:
"Historical reconsFuction of biblical persons, events, and Eaditions is an
entirely legitimate activity, but possibly less fruitful for theology than the
newly emerging literary approeches.'rg What he terms a "breakthrough"
which amounts to a paradigm-shift consists in the movement away from
persons end events behind the text 'to the now available texts and their
impact upon present-dey hearers and readers'.,o In my iudgment, this
paradigm-shift brings both gains and potential losses, ard the hermeneutical
consequences of such a shift need to be examined in greater detail. I have
discussed Morgan's specific arguments in another volume.2r

Meanwhile Norman Petersen, in the book to which we have refemed,
righdy argles that what is at issue is the relation between text and conterl
within the framework ofquestions about textuality. The key issue, he asserts,
is "which should dominate in textual interpretation, the information intemal
(intrinsic) to the text, or contextual information that is extemal (extrinsic) to
the text,like the author's intent, his bio$aphy, or the historical and cultural
climate of his times.',. He alludes to the New Criticism in mid-century
theories of literature, widr its emphasis on the intrinsic eutonomy of the
tert, and to the later course of the debate in literary theory among such
writers as Wolfgrng lser and Jacques Derrida. We cannot undertake even
a brief study of tenuality without .eference ro these writers, and so we
need to examine the issues which they raise. Derrida's work is examhed
in the next chapter; tie hermeneutics of Paul Rjcoeur in chapter X, and
reader-response theory more fully in chapter XIV. Meanwhile a *ider and
more fundamentel account and evalu.tion of the impact of literary theory
on biblical hermeneutics is offered in chapter XIII.

2. fue Situations or Readers Pan of Texts?

The so-called New Criticism arose in reaction egxinst perspecdves of th€
nineteenth and eady twentieth centuries which had concemed themselves
with materiel exEinsic to the text as an aid to understanding and interpr€ting
it. By the mid r95os it represented an esbblished orthodoxy in the Iiterary
theory of the Anglo-American world, and its influence is currendy still felt in
biblical interpretation €specially in terms of those discussions which focuss
on such literary devices as ambignity, metaphor, irony, tension, and peradox.
Probably the most influential text-book *hich reflected the movement was
R€nd Wellek's and Austit Warren's Theory of Litetarrre (1949). Wellek and
Warren argled that the paradigm oftextuality and interpretation which had
been inherited by previous generations too narrowly fitted the particular
needs of clessical studies and philology. This classical-huhanist paredigm
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could be seen for example in the hermeneutical and critical theory of
Philip August Boecklr, whose EnEclotedia and Methodolog ofthe Philological
Snarer was revised and published by one of his students in 1872, and
then in 1886. Significandy Boeckh had been a pupil of Schleiermacher,
and like his teacher he argued that the interpreter must look behind the
text to the sioations, experiences, and intentions which gave rise to the
ten, some of which may not e\ren have entered the author's awareness,
Boeckh had produced a serious work of hermeneutics and criticism, but
from the standpoint ofa historical philologist ofthe time. We briefly examine
Boeckh's contribution to hermeneutical theory in section 4 of cheprer V.

Against such a background, Wellek and Warren urged that the whole
idea of the autior's intention, at least as a criterion of meaning in
literature "seems quite mistaken". "The total meaning of a work of art
cannot be defined merely in terms of its meaning for the author and his
contemporaries.",3 The text is autonomous: it speaks on its own terms,

This approach received further suppot in the same €ra with the
publication of Wimsatt's anrl Beardsley's essay entided 'The lntentional
Fallacy".'r 1o use the intenrion of an author as a criterion for judging
the "success" of a work of literary an, they claimed, rested on a fallacy.
For the author's intention represented a pivate state of mind, which was
virtually ineccessible except through the text itsell ll on the one hend, the
author had not wholly succeeded in his or her intention, it was useless to
appeal to the te$ as evidence ofit. If, on the oiher hand, the intention was
fully successful, this intention wa3 identical with the tefi, and th€re was no
need to go "behind' the text. In this essay .nd in a later revised version of
the argument, the possible relevance of bio$aphical information was not
entirely excluded, and it was allowed that intention may have some role in
"practical" utterances. But the notion ofgoing behind the text to ascertain
criteria ofsuccess or meaning was said to embody not only an intentional,
but also a "genetic", fallacy, derived largely from romanticism. Wimsatt
and Beardsley stress the inadequacy of intention not only as a criterion of
"success", but also rs a criterion of meaninp'

Wimsatt and Beardsley were addressing a pre-Wingensteinian nodon of
intention as inner mental processes. H.P. Grice, John Searle and others
have since argued 6rmly that what an utteiance means is ex?licable in
terms of what a ,rsr, rneans by his or her utterance,2s There are ways
of expressing intention which identi& iie directedness of a speech-act
vithout presupposing some pychological notion of "inner mental states'.
I attempt this in chapter XV, section 1. But the New Criticism faced
more serious philosophical difficulties. It rested on tle model of an
autonomous self-contained text which addr€ss€d a reader who. in misolaced
hermeneutical innocence. presupposed thar with uncommined n€urrality.
he or she could understand the text puely on its own terms. Wellel .nd
Warren believed that "we can experience quite direcdy how things are"

.1
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with literary texts. Such an innocent obiectivism could not be sustained as
*re second half of this cenory advanced. It attempted to replace classical
humanism by modem mid-century liberal humanism. But in literary and
semiotic theory this kind of perspective was radically questioned by
such thinkers as Roland Banhes, and in hermeneutical theory, alrnost
by definition, it could not survive the work of maior twentieth-century
theorists.

ln hb book Afet th. NeD Crit;cisn Frank Lenaicchia identifies the
publication ofNonhrop Frye's The Anatomy ofCitrcirz (1957) as marking
a point oftmnsidon which both looks back to the New Criticism and looks
forward to post-modemism. He comments: "The $eat hope for literary
critics in 1957, when the hegemony of the New Criticism was breaking,
wrs that the muse would be demystified . . . and that younge. cridcs would
somehow link up poeuy with the world again", that ihey would bring an "to
th€ place in which the forbidden subi€cts ofhistory, intention, and cultural
dynemics could be taken up once again.':6 But this "geat hope" was not
to be fulfilled by a return to the text's relation to the rr.rt rr or to the world
of rcality to ohich it refened, If the terl related to anlthing beyond itself, this
would prove to be the realrr, or s;trnply othel tcrts. ln her indoduction to a
volume of essays on audience and interpretation, Susan Suleimen speaks
of tI€ movement away from the New Critical emphasis on "the text itself"
towards "a recognition (or a re-recognition) of the relevance of context"..?
But here this is not the context of the author and the author's situation; it
is the context of the reader or the audience.

A further paradigm-shift in the notion of texts and textuality can be seen,
therefore, in the Reception theory of Hans Robert Jauss and Wolfgang
Iser in Germany and in the related movement of Reader-response theory
in Arnerica widr the work of Stanley Fish, David Bleich, Wayne Booth,
and others. Wolfgang Iser w tes: "The text only tales on life when it is
realized. . . . The convergrnce of text and reader ,rr8x the lit.ratJ' oolh
i o .ristenee"..8 S'uf,an Suleiman and Inge Crosman entide iheir work on
reader-response theory The Reaigr in the Ttlt to underline "the notion of
the reader'in' the text'.'9 In an essay in this volume Robeft Crosman argles
that readers "malen meaning: "We arrive at the 'author's meaning' precisely
when we decide we have anived there: we nala the author's meaning".3o
Stanley Fish questions the "giveruress" of texts in any purely obiective or
obiectivist sense. He writes: "I 's.w' whrt my interpretive principles
permitted or directed me to see, and then I orned around and attributed
whet I had 'seen' to a text and an intention. What my principles direct me to
'see' are readers performing acts. Tho points at which I 6nd (or to be more
precise, declare) these acts to have been performed become Oy sleight of
hand) demarcations i'r the text."3' But these "do not lie innoc€ndy in the
world; rather they are themselves constituted by an interpretiv€ act."3.Jauss
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is more concemed. like Gadamer. with the relation between hemeneutics
and tradition. However, his central category is that ofthe reader's "horizon
ofex?ectation'. We examine the views ofFish, Bleich, and Iser in detail in
chapter XIV.

All this may be throm into relief by noting how far the conception of
texts and textuality which these approaches imply has moved from that ofthe
classical world. Renaissance humanism. and the Reformers. From Aiistode
until the end of the eighteenth century texts were seen as vehicles which
conveyed the thoughts and ideas of their authors, and by this means also
refened to the extemal world. Interyretation or intelligent reading entailed
searching out leading concepts. The prccess, as it was borrowed by Cicero
from Aristotle, was known as ,rn'eztir. Aristode called these leading concepts
topoi; Cicerc called them /aa. Melanchthon and Erasmus l,rote /oa on
biblical texts at the time of the Reformation. Calvin and Chladenius came
to see that tie selection and identification oftqrri by the interpret€r might
arbitrarily disrupt the conrextuel flow ofthe text, and Calvin therefore used
the method of running commentary. Calvin's work eflectively represented
the beginnings ofthe modem commentary. In his work on the episdes he
saw it as his task to come to understand and to expound "the mind of
Paul".33 We discuss these points in chapter V.

Can such a view of texnrality still be held widl integrity today? We began
this chapter by noting that John Lyons, a cunent exponent of linglrisucs
and iuthor of a standard wo* on semantics, views tex$ and terl-sentences
in a fairly traditional ffay, as sub-sets of utterance-units which constitute
particular instances of language-beh.viour, and to which such tefins as
'statement', 'question', and 'command' are applicable.3. Lyons also views
with some favour the earlier work of J.R. Firth on tie importance of
context-of-situation for meaning.rs Firth, who held the first Chair of
Linglistics in the University of London, rmderstands all utterances as
instances of linguistic behaviour, the meaning of which consists in "a
serial contextualization ofour facts, contert within context, each one being
a function, an organ ofa bigBer context, and all conterts finding a place in
what night be called the context of culture'.36 Lyons acknowledges that
Firth's approach has limitations and invites criticisms, but concludes that
we cannot .fford to dismiss his insights.

In recent hermeneutical theory Wemer G. Jeanrond expresses most
clearly a view of textuality which explicitty regards the siturtion of com-
munication as part of the "text'. Intemal organization and the "extemal
relatedness" of linguistic acts tog.thel constitute the text. Textuality, Jeanrond
wites, represents "more than a stringing tog€ther of single assertions".3T
The meanings of utterances, he continues, are "not deterrnined solely by
the choice ofwords or the manner in which the sentence is structured but
also by the context in which xn expression is €mbedded. This €mbedding

I
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comes about through tie lin8uistic context on the one hand and, on the
other, through the situation of commrnication which is also consututive
of meaning." Jeenrond conclud€s: "This extemal relatedness of lingnistic
ects and its internal organization compel us to treat as foundadonal for
tinglistic studies that unit which can best do justice to those two r€ladonal
characterisdcs of linguistic er?ression: tie ter1".38

Such comments serve to underline that questions about the nature of
telds not only remain entirely open and in n€ed of firnher debate, but
also interact closely with issu€s about th€ nature of meaning and also
dre hermeneutical goals of the iaterpreter. In his article "What is the
Meaning of a Text?" Jeffrey Stout argues that there is e circulanty in the
relationship between interpreters' orrn formuladon of questions about 'the

meaning ofa text" and deir r€spective emphases on the author's intention,
contextual siglifrcance, or the present reader's orientation. He commentsl
"The controversial nodon that interpreters reate meaning in the tens they
interpret can be explicat€d as dre true but innocuous idea that different
interests qurte naturally issue in different readings of texis. Only when
we think of the task of interpretation as discovei,ng the meaiing of a tefi
does such a doctrine seem p.radoxical."3e As we shall note in chapter
XIV, Stout's approach is compatible with a reader-orientated contextual
pragmatism. In his recent book on biblical interpretation Roben Morgan
makes a sirnilarly pluralistic observation about biblical texts: 'Tex$, like
dead men and wornen, have no rights, no aims, no interests. They can be
used in whatever way readers or interprete$ choose. [finterpreters choose
to rcspect an author's intentions, that is because it is in dleir interest to

Just ho* far, if at all, interpret€rs remain free to "choose' what goals
effectively de6ne tertuality for them in the case of biblical terls raises
such a number of complex issues tlnt we cannot attempt to proude a
full answer until we have considered at very least the following questions:
(r) do considerations which emergr from Christian theology contribute any
fresh factors conceming ihe nature oftextuality in the case of biblical terls?
(z) do issues which emerge from semiotic theory offer new constraints or
new fteedoms to the choices ofinterpreters, or new factors in determining
the nature oftexnraliryl 6) Wlar lighr is shed on thrse issues b] acls and
processes of intery.etation? (4) Does hermeneutical theory offer any criteria
for the assessment end ranking ofparucular hermeneutical goals in relaoon
to these issues? We shall consider these questions in the contert ofcurrent
theory, beginning widr some distinctively theological issues which are raised
by the present discussion oftextuelity. The remainder of the present chapter
therefore focusses primarily but not exclusively on theological issues which
bear on questions about textu.lity. Then in chapter III we consider issues
raised bv semiotics. and th€ b.sis of deconstrucdonist claims about the
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nature of texts. After we have examined pre-modem and modem theories
of hermeneutics, we retum ir chapter D( to metacritical questions of
hermeneutics, and in chapters X through to XIV !o the bearing on these
issues of funher literary and socio-critical approaches.

3. Theological Claims about the Givenness and Actualization
of Biblical Texts

It is often argned that hermeneutics begins, in Franqois Bovon's words,
with 'a reflection on our status as reade$'. This exposes the problem
that "a text does not have a single door nor a single key".a, Since the
work of Schleierm.cher, many writers have defined hermeneutics in tems
ofthe problem ofhuman understanding, and have begun their study ofthe
discipline by an examination of the interpretative proceses of tie human
subject. Some critics of modem hermeneutics see this as opening the
door to an inevitable reladusm in biblical interpretation. They blame
a starting-point which begins with interlrretative processes and human
subjectivity for introducing into theology a subiectivism and . reladnsm
which is, in the view of these critics, et variance with the stable obiectivity
and givenness of Christian revelation.

For this reason, the presentstudy, which reflects a positive, even passion-
ate, conviction that hermeneutics represeots a fundamental, unavoidable,
and fruitful discipline, beghs consciously and delibeiately \r'idr a consid-
eration of terls, ratber ihan with the human subiect. Orily when we have
completed our enquiry about textuality shall we feel free to proceed with
questions about interpretation, understanding, and hermeneutical theories.
Traditional Christian theology finds a "given" not primarily in human
processes of ifterpretation, but in biblical texts and in the messages which
they convey, even ifthe role ofinterpretation in shaping$h^t\rc eoant as ̂
given is ,/ro duly recognized.

At first sight, any re-defnition of textuality which loos€ns it from its
anchorage in the flow of the historical processes of which it is part may
seem to comp.omise the status of a text and irs message as 'givcn". Still
more clearly, a reader-orientated or audience-orientated d€finition ofterrs
which locates the reader'in" the text itselfas part of rhe terl will seem to
relativize and to proiect into a more subjective (or at least inrer-subjective)
realm the whole notion ofwhat 'the message of the ter:t" might seem to
be. But h€re iudgments should be made with care. The logic of'giff and
"givenness" in dre biblical traditions themselves invites deeper reflection.
When God "gave" the promised land to Joshua and to Israel, what this

*
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would demand that they are read in intemction and coniuncdon with other
texts whose meaning is less dependent on where the reader stands Their
pdmary function is to iNrte or to provoke the reader to wresde actively
with the issues, in ways that may involve adopting a series of comparative
angles ofvision. Kierkegaard recog[ized the unique importance oft rr kind
of "indirect communication" in certain situaoons. In reader-reponse theory
of a more moderete kind lser work with this principle, and Umbeno Eco
recogrrizes that the applicability ofdifferent reader-response models &y'?rlt
ot ,he natute ofthe l6t;n question.

Nevenheless, our third point qualifies all this. ln the case of different
c.tegories of biblical texts, there remain rrtnt texts which cannot be
up-anchored from tle contextual setting in life and history, which decisively
shapes their meaning. ln such passages this setting imPoses constlaints on
the renge of inter?retative options which remain open to the responsible
reader. The argument put forward by Stout and by Morgen that the reader
or interpreter has libefty to t,rrrt whether what he or she regards as "the
meaning of the text' is true or y, up to a point, in e secondary or deriYative
sense. It is $ue in the sense that the interpreter's hermeneutical goals
inevitably determine what rrrrrJ as the meaning of the text", at least within
e eiven framework. But not all choices can be defended with tbe same level
oirational or ethical jusdfication. Some t€x6, by thet very natur€, draw
pan of their rneaning from the actions, lustory, and life with which they
are inextricably interwover

To select a key exarnple from the point ofview of the €arliest CMstian
communities, the statement "and they crucified Hidn' Mark t5:24; lar
Matt. 27:35; Luke 23:33; John r9:r8) draws the referential dirnension
of meening from the historical state of affairs which it depicts, as well as
from its broader theologcal and n.mative conter. Theoreucally a modem
reader might choose to read it only as a narrativ€-event within the proiected
narrative-worlds of the evengelists and no mor€, but this would consciously
transforrn the function ofthe terls from thrt which they clearly perfomed
in the theological tiought, life, and purposes of the commuordes in which
th€y were written end transrnitted. T$'o millennie ofinterpretative tradition
cohere with this purpose. A particula! iustification for such an innovadve
interpretative choice would therefore need to be oflered if it were to b€
taken seriously on mtional and erhical $ounds. This does not inde€d imply
that no interpretative iudgment is required of the reader; or thet we can
take it for granted, without careful reflection, that history_likeness in this
example is history.,ls On the contrary as Daud Tracy reminds us, every
time we deliberate or make a iudgment, we interprct.46 We retum to these
questions in chapteff \alII, tX, X, Xl XIII end Xw-XVI

A more extended ex4mple may be sug8ested in Jesus' language about
the Kingdom of God. ln his book Jests and ttu Lakgu.age of the Kingdnnl
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Norman Perin puts forwatd tie case that "Kingdom of God is a Enbol
rather than a ancelti\n in the mess4g€ ofJesus".+z Using Philip Wheel-
{right's terminology, he argues that it is a "tensive" sl.rnbol rather than a
steno-synbol.{3 Part of the process of the proclamation of the Kingdom,
therefore, is to use parable, metaphor, paradox, image; indeed the kind
of language and hermeneutic to which we alluded in earlier paragraphs.
Nevertheless, pardy perhaps because he chooses to place too much weight
on the t€rm "mlth", P€rrin's arguments seem to run out iusr when they have
bcome most interesting. Even Fanted that the hearer or reader needs to
make his or her ovm iudFnenrs about the meaning of'Kingdorn ofGod",
nevertheless another principle operates: the frame of reference presented
by Jesus hirnself is that of hi oar life and dnds as well .s rhat of the
larger developing verbal context ofhis teaching with which his deeds were

The double function ofthese texts about the Kingdom ofcod is explored
constructively by Lategen and Vorster in their book Tttt and Realitj: Aspe.ts
ofR{effi.e in Bibli&lTets (r985).aeJesus used language, Lategan argues,
which is unusal and foreigr enough to be inviting but familiar enough to
.ecognize.5" It is not simply flat description. Bur, Vo$ter insists,Jesus used
language alarr the Kingdom.s , Jesus refered to a reality which could not be
reduc€d entfuely to language. In particuler this language musr be understood
against th€ exEa-linguistic background and conto.t ofJesus' ovm y'zr*.
These are "seminal events in the ongoing strean of life and Nstory."s,
The Kingdom of cod is present in a sense, in the deeds ofjesus (Luk€
tr:zo; par Matt. 12:28). These, at very least, "relativize the autonomy of
the text', by constituting a context of situation Ntich rerr,ains ,an oJ the
tdrr. It does not undermine this referential or erlralinguistic dimension if
we regard "Kingdom", with Perdn, as a metaphor. Paul Ricoeurand others
have argued that metaphor is not imprisoned *ithin a m€rely intra-linguistic
world, and a careful arglm€nt for the capacity of m€taphor to r/rr, even
if widfn rhe framework of developing tnditions of langrage and life, has
been put forward in detail by Janet Menin Soskice.s: In chapter VIII we
take tiese issues tunher b] examining Chrisrological tetts i; t}le light of
speech-act theory. Some Christological utterances, we shall argue, would
be empty and inoperative if dey did not presuppose situations in the
extra-linguistic world.

A third and admittedly more conEoversial example might be suggesred
in the triple dating with which Luk€ inEoduces the ministry ofJohn the
Baptist (Luke 3:r,z). The material is peculiar to Luke, end dates the
minisfy of John 6lst with reference to Tiberius Caesar and Pontius
Pilate; then with reference to Herod, Philip and Lysanias; and finally
with reference to the high-priesthood of Ar:nas and C.iaphas. The svle
rcflects that ofclassical historians especially Thucydides, .s well as Polybius

{
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andJosephus. But is this, as Noman Pete$en and others would maintain,
part of the stage-setting ofa Lucan narrative-worldl sa Or does it represent
Luke's genuine concem to anchor the history of salvation in the broader
contert ofworld-history itself, in which Luke-Acts seems to reflect a special
redactional interestl Luke's concem erpressed in his prologue (Luke r : r -4)
conceming sources, and eyewitnesses, and traditions might also arylably
bear on the issues. What he has received from earlier n'itnesses has a
quality of givenness about it, which he is eager for "Theophilus", his
actual or irnplied reader, to note. The broader issues which this example
raises in relation to literary criticism are examined more fully in chapters

I. X. XIII and XIV.
The tleological understanding of biblical te$s as given, then, does not

short-circuit questions about the reader and the reader's response. It does
not foreclose questions which we have yet to examine about processes of
interpretation and understanding. No less important, it does not call into
doubt the basic contrast in theories of textuality betwe€n the te\t as a
sub-set of signs or signals tmnsmitted through some code and medium
and the text's actualization in an act or event ofcommunication within the
time-horizons ofthe reader or readers. This issue will be clarified further
in the light of the necessary process of semiotic encoding and de-coding
which we describe at the beginring ofthe next chapter. Nevertheless, these
considerations place serious question marks against theodes which attempt
to dispense altogether rdth authors or with erdaJinguistic conte{s of
situation, regErdless ofthe nature of the particular tefis under examination.
In many cases (although not in every case) ihese place constraints on the
ran$ of options which are available to the responsible reader. How serious
these consEaints rnight be, and whether they are weak or strong, awaits
funher discussion when we consider the naturc ofinterpretation, and of the
part played by the choice and ranking of different hermeneutical goals.

4. Further Theological Issues: Disembodied Texts or
Communicative Address?

At the cenae of all theological considemtions about revelation and its
relation to biblical terts stands the Christoloeical afnrmation that Christ
himself is t,e Word made flesh. Supremely and paradigmarically rhe nudr
of God is revealed and focussed n trc pmon ofJesus of N^zareth. In
Christ the truth of God is spokm, anbodie4 and lixed. The language of
Jesus is addressed to those who will hear, as ,rrar-l. ,rrdl communication.
It is of course possible to distinguish between suong and w€aker senses
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of "address". Dck Leith and George Myerson write: "Languag€ is always
addressed to someone else, even if that someone is not immediately pres€nt,
or is actually unknown or imagined. The term is prcferable to n tuunicatiott
since this word is often linked in people's minds \trith an unproblematic
"transfer" of "information' from one person to another".ss ln this chapter
it is used in a generally stronger sense but does not entail less than that
which Leith and Myerson indicate.

The Christian church has always been suspicious of doceticism: the
tendency to spiritualize away the bodily enfleshment of Christ. But is
the Word made flesh 10 become purcly and exclusively "word" again,
when the oral message of Jes\ts, enbadied in tus life and deeds, takes the
foIJdJ of a pittm tdt phbh can be trunsmtueA indelndntb ofthe t|a-contefi
whbh it tftyq?oset? In t\e Fourth Gospel word and deed are presented as
interwoven in a flow ofacted "signs'. These sustain the principle thatjesus
speaks through an enfleshed and acted-out word. 0ohn 2:r I, 2o:3o). His
claim to be the Bread of Life has a frame of reference in the feeding of the
five thousand 0ohn 6:3s; cl 6:r-r4); his description ofhimself as the light
ofthe world operates against the back$ound ofhis giving sight to the blind

oohn 8:r 2; cf 9:r-rr); his self-desiglation as the resurrection and the life
comes in the context ofthe "raising" ofLazarus 0ohn r ri25; ctr r:38144).
His language about service is framed by the episode of his washing the
fedt ofhis disciples 0ohn r3: 5-r r; cf. r2-r7). The Johannine commission
does not seem to suggest that this paftern of relationship between word
and deed should discontinue after tle resunection. "As the Father has
sent me, even so I send you". (fohn zo:zr). The disciples ofJesus are to
function .s apostolic witnesses to tle word. The question which we shall
raise in chapters VIII and XIII, however, especially in the light ofwork by
Searle and by Recanati, is whether this "acoon" dimension is simply palt
ofJohannine stage scenery. ls deed or act, after all, onlt deed or act on stage
(i.e. within the text which disappears when d)e lights go up)?

ln Paul this panem is heavily pronounced. Paul can appeal to a consist-
ency ofconduct on his part that matched the words ofthe gospel (r Thess.
2:7, I  Cot.  g.  12-23;2 Cor.  r9,r2,24].  412-rz;6:3-10; r2:9,rS; I3:4).
Often when he speaks of "power" in contrast to "word" Paul means that
which is effectively operative in life, as against mere speech (r Thess. r:5;
r Cor.4r rg,2o). Yet Paul uses \rriting and *dtten tens. Does this therefore
imply, as Ricoeur and others might seem to suggest in their theories of
textuality, tiat the written text becomes a disembodied voice, detached
from dre author and the autlor's situation, and no longer consdtuting an
act of inter-personal communication?

Theologically this contrast between oral speech and udften language
would become increasingly problematic if it involved not only a disem-
bodiment of the language ofthe gospel, but also a reduction ofits capacity
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to function as inter-personal address. In traditional Christian theology, the
biblical vritings are perceived to function not only as words 4,rrt God,
but also as words trn God. If we recall Ma*us Barth's analogy between
biblical texts and love letters, only in the living situation shared by two lovers
in which the lefter is read as address, can the letter itselfconstitute an ar, of
love. Outside this situation, for l.vyers, detectives, or biographers it is only
a record from which inferences may be drawn. To compare a morc mundare
example suggestedbythe philosopherJohn L. Austin, when an angy parenr
responds to a neighbour's complaint with the words: 'He promises, don't
you Williei" the logic of the ufterance is different from that of6$t-person
commitrnent and address. DoesJesus, or God iD Christ, say "I forgive you,,
or "I love you' only on stuge?

Language conceming divine promise and address mises complex issues,
and we discuss this language in detail in chapter VIIL We may begin to
address the problem at a more modest level by retuming, in the first
place, to our observations about the language ofJesus and Paul. Does
the transformation of their speech into wfitten terts mean the kind of
"hermeneutical distanciation' which removes the author and rhe .uthor's
life from dre field of dre terrl Is this what the work of Ricoeur and orhe$
implies, when Ricoeur states that in v'riting as opposed to speech, the writer
is "absent' from the readingls6

Wemer Kelber has carri€d out some pioneering research on terts of
the New Testament in relation to this contr.st between oral sDeech and
writing. Hi5 work has also been discDssed b) Lou Silberman. Waler Ong.
and others in a rccent nvmber of Semeia (1987). Kelber argues that our
study of the Bible is dominated by "a disproportionarely print-orientated
hermeneutic".s? The thrust of his work is to drarv a carefullv-arzued
di\Lincdon ber$een an oral model ot te$ualiry $hjch i\ appropriaie to
Paul, to q and to the preliterary Sl,noptic hadition, and a writren model
of tertuality which is applicable above all to Mark.

On the Pauline writings, Kelber convincingly takes account ofthe work
of Robert Funk and others, to connrm that the Pauline travelogue, as a
minimal starting-point is "harbinger oforal words and personal presence,,.
He declares: "Oral analogies are the keytothe Pauline gospel".58In Pauline
language "the ear triumphs over the eye."se Kelber rightly sees that lbr
Paul words must always be matched by deeds. To borrow a simile from
Wittgenstein, words from Paul are lile paper money which is always backed
by the gold ofaction.6o This "equivalence ofword and deed" in Paul (to use
Kelber's phrase) can be seen from such passages as r Cor.4:r r,r 2; 9: r-r9;
z Cor.  4:7-14;6:3-13; ro:rr ;  rr :7-r5; r2:r3-r6; r  Thess.2: 8,g; and 2
Thess.3:8,9. Kelber notes: "The teacher lives a life rlat is paradigmatic
in terms of his message. Because in oral hermeneutics words have no
existence apart from persons, parricipation in tbe rnessage is inseparable
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from imitation ofthe speaker: 'We decided to share with you not only the
Gospel of God but also ourselves' (r Thess.2:8,9)"6'

In the pre-S].noptic traditions, Kelber finds "a speaking of living words
in social conterts. . . Voiced words well up in a person . . . Spoken
langxage consists in speech acts".6. He also attributes this kind of oralit
to the sayings-source Q But Mark, he argues, is a very different matter.
Mark disrupted the oral life-world. Mark has brought about "a freezing of
oml life into tertual still- life". Kelberquotes fucoeur: "The readeris absent
from dre writing ofthe book; the wnter is absent from its reading".63 Therc
is a "decontextualization ofwords from their oral matrix"; a "de-acdvadon"
of the d).namistic component'.64 By placing himself outside the life-flow,
Mark can now manipulate the tei.t. He can consfuct his own coherent
narradve. But the price is distanciation. Mark is donor ofthe terl, who also
hides behind it.6s He loses control over the process of interpretation.

In a critical discussion in,.taraa one wfiter \1ews Kelbert work on Mark
as a "breakthrough". But Silberman and Ong emphasize the still greater
significance oforality as a hermeneutical model for texts which nevertheless
took rrinen form. Silberm.n alludes with more than a hint ol scepticism to
the deconsFucdonist assumption that a written te$ belongs "absolutely" to
the reader; and he asks: "What if the text is vocally constructed? Can the
author's voice be silencedi"66 Walter Ong endorses the basic writing-orality
distinction as a matter of hermeneutical principle. However, he points out
tlat a written terl in an oral culture does not yet possess the dlnamics
of a hermeneutrc of written texts as such. Attendon should be given to
a "persistendy oral milieu" which may "envelop even a highly developed
ter,tuality", and "deeply effect both the composition of terts and their
interpretation".6T Rather than viewing Mark as representing an "er?losive"
discontinuity with the pre-Marcan oml trdition, OnB prefers to speak of
Mark ^s an interrrcter of the tradition which he received.63

Such a view of Mark does not seem to conflict with the emphasis tbund
in a number of recent studies on Mark $hich portray the evangelist as
an interpreter of tradition who creatively combines elements of tmdition
into a unified and holistic narrative or story. Emest BesCs study ,44,?*i
the C'strel as Storl pra"vides a good example, although others could also be
mendoned.6e Mark's particular achievement was to provide a condnuous
narrative structure, in which the structuring of the material conveyed the
message: this is how the pieces make sense. For €x,!mple, Mark's use of
arru (immediatel, some thirty-one times, leads the reader on at a rapid
pace, but the pace begins to slow doevn in Mark 9 and ro when the Passion
sayings are introduced. The cross is the goal to which all the narrative
movement is leading. In so ordering his matedal, Mark iDterprcts it in
terms of the centrality of the cross. There is no contradiction between an
apparendy causal chain of evens in dre life ofJesus and the fulfihnent ofthe
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divine purpose. In the absence of infancy narratives, the only introductory
framework is that of the Old Testament and John the Baptist. Sometimes
one episode is fitted inside the frame ofanother. There are also omissions
and silences, loose ends and rough edges, which invite the ieader to ask
questions and to engage actively rxith the text.

In respome to the cl.im that Mark is primarily "interpreting" rather
than disrupting the pre-Marcan uadition, Kelber re-assens some of the
discontinuities with tradition rvhich he finds in Mark, especially the
"role-reve$al" of the disciples in Mark: "the insiders are tumed into
outsjders", and the narrator's r'rewpoint is distanced from that of the
disciples rithin the Marcan nanative.T" But this kind of discontinuity, if
this isr,lhatitis, does not represent decisive evidence for a clear-cut contrast
between the dynamics oforal speech as inter-pe$onal communication and
a hermeneutic of wfittcn texts. What may readily be ganted is that Mark
does choose to step back out of tle scene as anonlmous narrator who
knows the end from the beghning. With Patrick Grant and other literary
theorists whom we discuss in chapter XIII, we mal, admit drat Mark's
"voice" functions in a different way from Paul's. Secrecy, oveffiew, and
narrative distance, plav an imponant pan, and the terl is at times, to
use Eco's contrast, creative and genemtive, and not simpl]' a vehicle of
transmission. Nevertheless, while Kelber is no doubt right to claim rhat
Mark has stepped back from his te\t in r way that diflerentiates his literar"v
role from that oI Paui, it remains doubtful whether this difference has
becorne one of irrd, rather than of degce. [t still makes sense to speak of
.4{a,'lt theology, and of Marh\ theological purpose. Mark is a purposive
agent; not a semiotic construct. His object is not simply to let readerc
"make what tbey like" ofhis work. Our view of Kelber's work $ill depend
ultimately on whether we are willing to follow Paul Bjcoeur and others in
drawing such a very sharp contrast between speech and writing. In the case
of biblical texts, thcre are both theological and hermeneutical reasons for
6rm caution about accepting such a clenr-cut distinction, and these will
emerge in the subsequent pages ofthe present work. The issue forms pan
of a wider discussion about inter-penonal communication, speech-acts,
and the relation between intertertuality and intersubjectivitl'. Moreoler,
as we shall now see, Ricoeur's claims about revelation as declaration and
address do not seem to fit entirely comfortably this aspect ofhis theory of
tertrality.

Can rcvelation through biblical tens include the nodon ofinter-personal
address from God? We have already argued that such an address, if we can
conceive ol itin these terms, would occur not simply through a disembodied
tert, but through a text interwoven at ce ain key points with life and history.
tt may be helptul to try to view part ofthis problem in dialogue with the work
ofPaul Ricoeur, since Ricoeur has aftempted simultaneously to affirm the
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absence of the author from processes of reading wiitten ter1s (notably in
his books Interyretution Thea4, ̂\d Hemeneutics a d the Humat Sdnces) and
also to acknowledge that biblical revelation embodies ireduribht lirstpe\on
and secolt.l-tenon atutres (nainly in his dssa}s .rn Bihlical Interpretatiot).t'
The direction ofa path towards the reconciliation ofthcse t\lo srandpoints
can be found especially in his essays "Towards a Hermeneutic of the Idea
of Revelation" and "Biblical Hermeneutics".z. This initial discussion of
fucoeur's hermeneutics will be developed more fully in chapter X.

Ricoeur distingxishes between 6ve primary modes of djscourse in the
biblical 1ex1s, $hich arc not exhaustive: prophetic, narrative, h)'rnnic,
prescriptive, and wisdom modes. The prophetic mode represents an
address not simply ftom the prophet, but also from God. Nevertheless
this zale/ ofrevelation is qualifedby the other four modes, and in particular
by the rvisdom mode. He alludes here to Ian Ramsey's work on models and
qualifiers.73 For Ricoeur, even the notion ofjnter-personal communication
betwccn God and man remains a prronal model th^t needs to be qualiJieA
fu dhtine tranumdence and hiddearcss. He|lce he dissociates himselffrom the
"personalism" of Martin Buber and Gabriel Marcel.r+

In the prophetic mode ofdiscourse, Ricoeur full], dlows rhat "rheprophet
presents himself as not speaking in his o\\n name, but in fie name of
another, in the name of Yahweh".Ts 'fherc is a "double authrr of speech
and writing" (Jer.2:r,2; 3:r z; 4:27). Likewise in hlmnic modes ofdiscourse,
such as in the Psatms, h1'rnns of praise, thanlsgiving, and supplication
are addressed t0 God. Celebmtion Eansforms story into invocation.z6 In
narrative, q?ically in the Pentateuch, the Sl.noptic Gospels, and Acts,
the author often disappears, as if events recounted themselves; but the
essential ingredient is the emphasis on founding events "as the imprinr,
mark, or tnce of God's act".?7 Prescriptive discou$e er?resses the will
of God. It represents a rclationship of commanding atrd obe]'ing within
the framework which the term 'covenant' broadly conveys: "The idea of
covenant designates a whole complex ofrelations", running from meticulous
obedience to the Law to loving Yahweh your God with all your heart, with all
your soul, with all your strength" (Deut. 6:5,6) and a new heart and spirit
@zk.r r:r9).;8 Jesus sums up this mode in the Golden Rule (Matt.7:rz).
But there remains the revelator_v mode ofwisdom. \lisdom speaks to ever,v
person through limit-situations, Ricoeur argues: thrcugh erperiences of
solitude, anguish, suffering, and death. Hebraic wisdom interprets these
as signifring "dre incompreh€nsibiliq' ofcod - as the silence and absence
of God".7e

Over the years Ricoeur has developed a special interest in the Book
of Job. He regards it as the outstanding example of wisdom in the
Old Testament, and it is not surprising, in the light of his sustained
reflection on Job, that he refuses to subordinate the wisdom model of
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rcveladon to that of the prophetic mode. For our present discussion what
is most sigrificant is the simultaneous presence of dialogue, of silence,
of indirect communication, and of what is perceived as the absence of
God, or at very least his hiddenness. In his earlier work The $nbolin
,/t?r? Ricoeur cornments on Job 23:8, 3o:2o; "Faced with the torturing
absence of God, the man (ob) drearns of his o*n absence"-3o \44)ile, in
his later essay "Religion, Atheism, and Faith" he declares thatJob receives
no "answer" to his questions. Ricoeur also asserts: "The fact that the Lord
rrrafu is what is essential. He does not speak alarrJob; he speaks a, Job'.3'
Ricoeur ther€fore tries to hold together the notion of divine aldtd$ with a
quali$ing attention to divine uanscendence which inJob 4z: r-6 "cannot
be transcribed by speech or lrjrr".8, Wisdom rcveals "a hidden God" who
takes as his mask "the anonyrnous and non-human course of evens",8r Job
is brought to the point wh€re he is no longer pre-occupied by the need for
self-protection. Alluding to Bonio€ffer, Ricoeur seesJob as encountedng
the God of the Crucified One, where "dialogle is in itself a mode of
consolation",84

Does God reveal Himselfthrough inter-persoDal address in biblical texsl
Ricoeur can offer rn allirmativ€ answer only with srict qualifications. God
remains ludden, "infnit€ly above human thought and speech".35 Hence
every model of commudcation, including that of inter-pe$onal address,
is decisively "modfied" so that it speaks of or from the "Wholly Other"
analogically or in symbol.36 The firsi-person prophetic mod€l and the
second-person hymnic model elso remain valid to a d€gree, provided that
we understand these inter-personal models anakgia b.In chapter X we
erplore these issues in much fuller detail, noting both the philosophical
and theological contexts which serve to shape Ricoeur's approach. Among
the evaluations ofRicoeu/s approach, we note the theologrcal assessments
offered by Kevin J. Vanhoozer among odrers.3z

Although defences of analogy have rested pardy on a theology of the
image of God ir humankind, the case becomes more decisive Nhen
emphasis is placed on the belief that the fullest and uniquely definitive
revelation of God has occurred in the person of Jesus Christ (Hebrews
r:2,3i Col. r:r5,rg; John r4:6j). But while il remeins entirely cl€ar that
enalogy enters into our understanding of &t t,rtorr about God it is less
self-evident in what sense the category of address is analogicxl ln an
obvious but philosophically unremarkable sense, analogy comes into play
in the sense that if someone cannot "hear' God, we do not advise him or
her to purchase a deaf-aid. Yet when we h.ve allowed for amlogy in /r,t
sense, addrss renai* an integal atpecr ofthe logi&l grannat ofohat n is for
God to "steak" at a . Wittgenstein makes the ,orreltrrl observation: "You
can't hear God speak to someone else; you can hear him only if you are
being addressed.' This is a gnmmitical rcm.rk."33
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There remains therefore some int€mal tension between the claim that,
even if analogically, God may alrrrs his people through modes of language
embodied in a text, while the text is elso seid to have become detached or
"dita ciatd from a speaker and dr€ speaker's context of utterance. The
imponance of the role of contert of situation and of the relation between
the text and its audror becomes imponant, as Vem Polthress argues in
some detail, when we are consid€ring the notion of what Polhress calls
"the Divine meaning of scripture'.8e The work of the Spirit of God, he
concludes, concems not simply the texts, but also the lives and actions with
which the text is interwoven.e6

A hermeneutic which is orientated towards a view oftertuality dep€ndent
on the role of intralinguistic worlds and intertextuality, tien, may stend
in contrast to a hermeneutic which is orientated towards a theory of
texts in which terts are embedded in inter-subjective situations of inter-
personal communication. This contrast will emerge regularly aswe proceed.
Theologically a hermeneutic of ^n enbod;ed text rcflects an incamational
Christology, in which revelation operates through the interwovenness of
word and deed. [t also coheres widl a theological account of the role of
the cornmunity in which their acticns and witness give credibility to, and
f.cilitate understanding of, the word which is spoken and read. The tet h
more that a "doceti" or dienbodied slstcn ofsignifet.

.At the same time we cannot att€mpt to formulate any rheory oI tertuality
simply on the basis of what may cohere with our theology. We must
also eraluate deories of texts on their riwn terms. The most powerful
argrments about disembodied systems of signifie$ arise not only from
literary formalism (to which we retum in chapter X]ID but also from
particular applications of semiotic $eory. We therefore tum in rhe next
chapter to the work of Saussure, Peirce, and otier more recent wdte$
in semiotics, and we ask in particular whether semiotic theory as such
necessarily Ieads to purely intralinguistic theories of texts, or even to
deconstructionism. The theories of texts associated with Banhes and with
Derrida which we discuss in the next chapter also raise questions about
truth and truth-claims, and to these truth issues we shall retum again in
chapters \rIII dfough to XlV.
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